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Estimated Population: 777,827

Land Area: 438 square miles

1725 Sworn Officers

500 Non-sworn personnel

CMPD
BI Dashboards & Predictive Crime Analytics

Agency Background Information
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Slide 2: Background InfoGives some population information, jurisdiction size, number of sworn and non-sworn personnel.



Provide customized role-based delivery of 
crime data and predictive analytics to Officers 
and Command Staff

Support resource deployment through the use 
of real-time information

Achieve better visualization of crime patterns 
and trends

Primary Project Goals
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Slide 3: Primary Project GoalsThese are the goals that we submitted for the project on our annual strategic plan to City Council.  The primary goal was to provide targeted information delivery that Patrol Officers and Supervisors could take immediate action on.  Existing information was available in various places causing personnel to spend unnecessary time pulling data.  We needed to deliver the data they need to them instead of requiring them to constantly search for it. The Predictive Crime Analytics project was one of three major technology initiatives making up our strategic objectives this fiscal year.  The project was funded using UASI funds from 2007/2008/2009 in addition to City technology funding.  Total project cost was approximately $1.2M.  This included the software license purchase and the professional services to design, build, and deploy the solution.



June 2009 - RFP issued

November 2009 - Contract awarded to IBI for Law 
Enforcement Analytics (LEA) Solution

January 2010 - Project began

May 2010 - Operational Data Store (ODS) live

September 2010 - Operational Dashboards live

October 2010 - Predictive Dashboard live

Project Timeline
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Slide 4:  Project TimelineThese slides cover our project timeline.  The project was initiated in June of 2009.  We were under contract by November and fully operational within a year of contract signing.  



Operational Data Store (ODS) - Consolidates over a 
dozen major data sources to support real-time 
information delivery

Command Level Reports - Fourteen report packages 
automated and electronically distributed to Captains & 
Commanders to support Monday morning briefings and 
weekly CompStat sessions

Electronic Monitoring Reports - Crime scene 
correlation reports delivered daily to Detectives

Operational Data Store and Reporting Packages
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Slide 5: Operational Data Store and Reporting PackagesThe first part of the project required the creation of an Operational Data Store (ODS) where we consolidated over a dozen separate data sources into a central location.  This allowed us to have a one-stop shop for analytical department data and “one version of the truth” when looking at numbers and statistics.  Prior to the ODS, we had data located in many different areas and many different places to count things.  Counts inevitably come out different when a centralized repository is not available.We already had many reports that were distributed every Monday and for CompStat each week.  This project allowed us to fully automate the creation of those reports and send each Captain and Response Area Commander a report package specific to their area of responsibility.  Previously, they received a 60+ page report that they had to sift through to find the parts that specifically pertained to them.  We also developed Electronic Monitoring crime scene correlation reports which are delivered daily to Patrol and Detectives.  These reports identify specific persons on Electronic Monitoring that were close to the vicinity of a crime scene.  We will look at an example of that report in a later slide.
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Operational Data Store
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Slide 6: Operational Data StoreThis slide provides a visual representation of the data sources that were consolidated into the Operational Data Store.  We placed the data necessary to support the creation of reports, BI dashboards, and support the crime predictions into a centralized location.  The most important data sources are the RMS, CAD, and Arrest data.  These are the primary data feeds into many of the reports and dashboards.



Command Level Report
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Slide 7: Current Crime StatsThis is your Monday morning profile report showing the ranking of each division (high and low) Quarter-to-date and Year-to-date.  Metro is leading in the highest decrease in Part 1 crimes for North Patrol at -20.5% for the Quarter.  They are also leading in YTD at -17.2% decline.  Hickory Grove is showing an increase Quarter-to-date and the lowest decrease in crime Year-to-date.Crime is down in every division Year-to-Date



EM Hits by Beat for Response 
Area Commanders 

EM Hits by 
Crime Type for 

Detectives

Electronic Monitoring Reports
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Slide 8: Electronic Monitoring ReportsThis slide provides an example of the Electronic Monitoring Crime Scene correlation reports sorted by beat and by Crime.  The report shows Crimes where an offender on Electronic Monitoring was in the vicinity of the crime scene.  It is delivered to Response area commanders in Patrol for their specific beat and delivered to Detectives by the Incident type.  We use data downloaded from our EM vendor (Omnilink) and use GIS and RMS data to complete the correlations.



Virtual Roll Call Dashboard - Allows Patrol Officers to 
share information through BLOGS and APB’s

Subjects of Interest Dashboard - Highlights priority 
offenders and warrants for Patrol Officers

Current Crime Events Dashboard - Allows Officers to 
monitor calls for service and crime activity in real-time

CompStat Dashboard - Allows Supervisors to monitor 
Beat Goals and visualize Officer Initiated Activities in 
relation to Part 1 crimes

Operational Dashboards
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Slide 9:  Operational DashboardsThis slide describes the various dashboards we created for our Patrol Officers.  Virtual Roll Call and Subjects of Interest are targeted specifically to the Patrol Officer to provide them information they can take immediate action on.  We will see screen shots of these screens in a moment.



Virtual Roll Call
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Slide 10: Virtual Roll Call screen shotThe default division is set to Independence.  This enables the Officer to set the filter to deliver information about their specific division.The Virtual Roll Call dashboard provides a method for Supervisors to communicate to all Patrol Officers throughout the shifts using the BLOGS and All Points Bulletins.  It also contains a hot list of Stolen Vehicles from across the jurisdiction.  News Briefs (Division BLOGS)- Supervisors can enter news briefs to keep the division up to date on focus points, areas needing special focus for the next shift or next day.  Notice that Independence has posted information about B/E’s in the Sardis Forest Area, Zone Check areas, and LFA focus areas.  All Points Bulletins- Supervisors from across the department can enter all points bulletins for either persons or vehicles.  They can attach pictures, videos, etc. to provide as much information as possible to help identify persons, bring people in for questioning, and get leads to open cases.List of Stolen Vehicles- Officers can use this list to see Stolen Vehicles from the past two days.  If they want more information on the case, they can click on the Complaint number to drill down into the KBCOPS report directly.  Vehicles are automatically removed from this list when they are recovered.  



Virtual Roll Call - APB Detail 
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Slide 11: Virtual Roll Call (APB Detail)This screen shows the detailed report for the APB.  It is a very concise report that allows Officers with information to click on the Contact name to send an email directly to the primary Detective.Officers can click on the Complaint number and bring up the detailed report in the Records Management System.



Subjects of Interest
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Slide 12: Subjects of InterestThe Subjects of Interest dashboard provides information on subjects CMPD has interest in.  The Priority Offenders (POST) listing and Priority Crime Warrants provide a snapshot of persons needing Officer’s focus.  The filter is set to Independence Division which displays information specific to that Officer’s area.   Priority Offenders- Displays the list of current Priority Offenders for a specific division.  Clicking on the name will provide a detailed report on the offender with associates, historical interactions, and known locations.  Officers can click on the case manager name to send an email.  Officers can get a complete list of all Priority Offenders department wide by clicking Get All Divisions.Threats to Officers- Displays all subjects making threats against officers over the last 180 days.  This information is fed from the Threats to Officers application and provides a way for Officers to quickly identify those persons who pose an immediate threat to law enforcement.Priority Crime Warrants- Contains a listing of Priority Warrants where the address of the warrant is in the default division.  Clicking on the name will provide the latest mug shot (if available) along with other outstanding warrants for that individual.  



Current Crime Events
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Slide 13: Current Crime EventsThe Current Crime Events dashboard provides summary views of Calls For Service and Crime Activities for up to the last 24 hours for a specific geographical area.  This allows Officers to keep tabs on their specific area (down to the response area) to get an overview of the last shift’s activities, identify potential repeat crimes occurring, and compare to the activity the previous year for the current week.  This screen focuses on more of the real time crime picture. The filter is set to CMPD and shows the CFS Activities and Crime Activities for the past 24 hours.  It can be set from the CMPD level down to the response area level. CFS Activity- Based on the time range selected, you will see the number of calls for the categories listed.  The DISORDER category is a compilation of various call types.  Click on the number to get specific complaint numbers and for a brief summary of the call.  Select which call types to display on the map by clicking the check boxes on the left side.Crime Activity- You can choose the Violent or Property Crime tab to view the crime reports for the current week compared to the same week last year.  The colored bar indicates if the area is under or over the number so far compared to last year.  Click on the number to get specific complaint numbers and to drill down to the specific KBCOPS (RMS) report. Select which crimes to display on the map by clicking the check boxes on the left side.CMPD Map- Displays the Calls and Crimes you have selected on the reports.  The map is interactive with these reports and will display your new selections when you hit Refresh.  Click on the map symbol to drill down into the summary of the call or go directly to the KBCOPS report.



Calls for Service Activity
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Slide 14:  Calls for Service Activity DetailThis slide shows the drill down when you click on the CFS Activity Number.  The report provides a listing of activities and allows you to click on each one to get a summary of the call. 



CompStat
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Slide 15: CompStat DashboardThe CompStat screen is targeted to our Response Area Commanders and above to provide a tool to monitor their crime stats and manage resources effectively to impact crime.  Personnel can choose a geographic area from the CMPD level down to the response area level.  Pre-defined time frames are available to choose from which provide crime numbers up to midnight the night before.  (Current Crime Events focuses more on the “real-time” data feeds).Beat Goals- Supervisors set quarterly crime reduction goals.  This dashboard report allows supervisors to keep tabs through the week on the goals they have set for the Quarter.  It also allows them to look at past quarters to see goals they set previously and the results they saw during that time period.The Crime Stats report reflects the time frame selected in the header and provides the current numbers vs. the previous period numbers along with the percent change.  You will notice the goals they have set in their beat goals are highlighted to draw attention to those. CMPD Map- The map displays the crimes selected along with Officer Initiated Activities selected from another menu.  The map is completely interactive with the Crime Stat report and displays new selections when you hit refresh.  In this screen capture, we have Residential Burglary, Auto Theft, and Larceny from Auto points displaying.



Officer Initiated Activities
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Slide 16: CompStat Dashboard- Officer Initiated ActivitiesOfficer Initiated Activities can be plotted on the map by type and by shift for specific date ranges down to the response area level.Previously, this was only available to Crime Analysts using GIS tools.  Now it is being made available to everyone to make sure they are focusing officer initiated activities to the appropriate places to effect crime and meet their goals.In this screen capture, we are looking at FI’s and Vehicle Recoveries on the map along with Robberies Quarter-to-date.



Created predictive dashboard for the following major 
crime categories:

Commercial Robbery
Personal Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Residential Burglary
Commercial Burglary
Auto Theft
Larceny from Auto

Predictive Dashboard
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Slide 17: Predictive Analytics DashboardOur goal was to create three Violent Crime and four Property Crime categories as the initial set of models to predict the probability of crime occurring.  Those seven model types are shown on the slide.Models are forecasted using a variety of inputs for four hour time blocks that align with our shifts.  Crimes can be predicted up to one month in the future.



Built predictive models based on a series of inputs:

Historical geographic crime patterns
Recent criminal activity (within past 24-48 hours)
Day of week and time of day
Weather conditions 
Recent call for service activity
School holidays
Special Events

Predictive Dashboard (Continued)
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Slide 18: Predictive Analytics DashboardIBI sub-contracted with Fractal to evaluate our data and create the predictive models.  CMPD provided historical data to them for in-depth analysis of patterns.  They also tested a vast number of hypothesis based on input from our crime analysts based on overall knowledge of crime in the area and patterns they had witnessed over the years.This is a sub-set of the data sources used to test against and used to feed into the finished models to compute the probability.  The primary factor we found in almost every model was the historic crime data for that geography along with the day of week/time of day components.



Example Auto Theft Model Factors
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Slide 19: Example of Auto Theft Model FactorsThis graph shows the visualization of the factors impacting the model for Auto Theft based on tests done against the data by Fractal analyticsNo. of Auto Theft in the same sub-beat in the last 1 year makes up 85.65%  of the modelVariable for Time of day is weighted at 7.26% No. of Auto Theft in the same sub-beat in the last 4 hours is weighted at 4.52% ETC…. The higher the percentage, the more that item factors into the probability that Auto Thefts will occur in a specific geography during a specific date and time selected.  Let’s take a look at an Auto Theft prediction using this model on the next slide.



Predictive Crime Analytics
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Slide 20:  Predictive Crime Analytics DashboardThe shading shows the probability of Auto Theft occurring on 10/31/2010 between the hours of 1500-1859.  It is showing a high probability for sub-beats in North Tryon and Hickory Grove.You can choose from 7 different crime categories.  Geography determines the size of the area that crime is being predicted for.  You can choose from CMPD, Division level, or Beat level.  The shading level identifies the granularity of shading.  Shading can be applied to the sub-beat level, beat level, or division level.There are five different shading levels- Dark Green (lowest probability), light green, yellow, orange, and red (highest probability).  The weather forecast is automatically fed in from weather stations closest to the division, beat, or sub-beat.  Weather is populated for up to 7 days in the future.



Predictive Crime Analytics 
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Slide 21: Predictive Crime Analytics DashboardThe shading shows the probability of Personal Robbery occurring on 10/31/2010 between the hours of 1900-2259 in Metro Division.  The map shows a high probability in Metro Response Area 3 for this time period.



Results

Real-time Hotspot location information is now at the fingertips 
of frontline officers and commanders

Synchronizes jurisdiction-level resource deployment

Increased arrests

Increased communication and collaboration between frontline 
officers and analysis team

Increased accountability across the board

Liberates analysts to do other activities that drive down crime

Single version of the TRUTH… Everyone is on the same page



Measure of Success

“When the system indicated a strong probability of burglaries within 
the Valleydale Corridor neighborhoods on weekdays between 11 am 
and 3 pm, I immediately assigned an officer to this area, with backup 
from the division’s Burglary Suppression Unit and response area 
coordinators. Soon after, the officer received a call regarding a possible 
burglary at a vacant house in this targeted zone. The team moved in 
and quickly apprehended five subjects inside that residence.”

-- Sergeant Lisa Carriker, RA2, Freedom Division, CMPD



Next Steps

Implement Additional Operational Dashboards to Better 
Allocate Officers based on Overtime/Offtime and Current Call 
Level Activity

Implement Additional Predictive Models for Violent Crimes

Implement “Top 10” Alerts that give Patrol Officers Real-Time 
Insight into Potential Threats on Current CFS

Explore Real-Time Integration with Pawn Data, License Plate 
Readers & Video Surveillance System

Explore Citizen-Facing Applications for Better Transparency



Questions?
Comments?
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